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phySampo4 [7, 8], WarVictimSampo 1914–19225 [9], and AcademySampo6 [10, 11]. Table 1
presents a summary of these systems online with their year of publication, application domain,
number of users, size of the knowledge graph, and a list of primary data owners.

Table 1
Six biographical Sampo portals and LOD services for Digital Humanities; distinct user counts
(site visits) by Google Analytics in 2021 October

Portal Year Domain # Users # Triples Primary data owners
WarSampo 2015–

2019
World War II 1 000 000 14M National Archives, De-

fense Forces, and oth-
ers, Finland

Norssi Alumni 2017 Person registry unknown 0.47M Norssi High School
alumni organization
Vanhat Norssit

U.S. Congress
Prosopographer

2018 Politicians unknown 0.83M U. S. Congress Legis-
lator data

BiographySampo 2019 Biographies 50 000 5.56M Finnish Literature So-
ciety

WarVictimSampo
1914–1922

2019 Military history 29 000 9.96M National Archives of
Finland

AcademySampo 2021 Finnish
Academics

8200 6.55M University of Helsinki
and National Archives,
Finland

This paper overviews these systems by relating them to generations of publishing biographies
and by explaining their underlying design principles. In the following, related works are first
discussed (Section 2) and a vision of four consecutive generations of publishing biographical
information is presented. The work on the biographical Sampo systems has been driven by this
vision of developing more and more useful and intelligent biographical publishing systems for
both researchers and the general public. The lessons learned have gradually evolved into the
so-called Sampo model, a set of six principles for developing LOD services and semantic portals
on top of them, discussed in Section 4. The paper ends with a summary on contributions and
challenges of the presented work.

2. Related Work

Biographies are an important source of information for researchers across various disciplines
with an interest in the history. [12] Biographical dictionaries are scholarly resources used not
only by the academic community but also the by the public. Such dictionaries typically start
with narrative text describing the life of a biographee followed by a structured synopsis of his/her
basic biographical facts, such as family relations, education, works, career events, and so on.

In addition textual dictionaries there are also prosopographical databases or data services

4Portal: https://biografiasampo.fi; Project home: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/biografiasampo/en/
5Portal: https://arkisto.sotasurmat.fi ; Project home: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/sotasurmat-1914-1922/en/
6Portal: https://akatemiasampo.fi; Project home: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/yo-matrikkelit/
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available on the Web. For example, in Austria there is the dictionary OEBL7 online serving
biographical texts and also the Austrian Prosopographical Information System APIS8 as a further
advancement with structured, linked data. From databases and data services online, structured
data be exported from the service and/or reused via application programming interfaces (API).

An example of a biographical dictionary is the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
(ODNB)9 with more than 60 000 lives. It was published in print and online in 2004. Today many
dictionaries are available on the Web. These include USA’s American National Biography10,
Germany’s Neue Deutsche Biographie11, Biography Portal of the Netherlands12, The Dictionary
of Swedish National Biography13, and the National Biography of Finland14 (NBF). There are
also many ”who is who” services online, and Wikipedia contains lots of short biographies with
lots of data available in DBpedia15 and Wikidata16.

Biographical collections can be used to study the underlying historical world. However, the
texts, the language used, and the biographical collection as a whole can also be studied from a
different, historiographical perspective as an artifact reflecting its own time, the editorial values
and biases in selecting the biographees, the authors’ perspectives, and also from linguistic points
of view. Such analyses have been already made for some national dictionaries of biography, e.g.,
for the British ODNB [14], the Irish Ainm [15], Biography Portal of the Netherlands/Biogra-
phyNet [16], APIS in Austria [17], and the National Biography of Finland/BiographySampo
[7, 8]. There are also related studies using, e.g., Wikipedia articles as the data source [18, 19].

Aside publishing biographical dictionaries in print and on the Web, representing and analyzing
biographical data has grown into a new research and application field. In 2015, the first Biograph-
ical Data in Digital World workshop BD2015 was held presenting several works on studying
and analyzing biographies as data [20], and the proceedings of BD2017 contain more similar
works [21]. In [22], analytic visualizations were created based on U.S. Legislator registry data.
The idea of biographical network analysis was developed in the Six Degrees of Francis Bacon
system17 [23, 24] that utilizes data of the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Network
analyses and visualizations based on biographies have been presented also in [25, 10].

Extracting Linked Data [26] from texts [27] has been studied in several works, cf., e.g., [28, 29].
In [16] language technology was applied for extracting entities and relations in RDF using Dutch
biographies in the BiographyNet18. This work was part of the larger NewsReader project19

extracting data from news [30]. The problem of extracting (linked) data from biographical
texts has also been studied when transforming the biographies of AcademySampo [31] and

7https://www.biographien.ac.at/
8https://apis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/
9http://global.oup.com/oxforddnb/info/

10http://www.anb.org/aboutanb.html
11http://www.ndb.badw-muenchen.de/ndb_aufgaben_e.htm
12http://www.biografischportaal.nl/en
13https://sok.riksarkivet.se/Sbl/Start.aspx?lang=en
14http://kansallisbiografia.fi [13]
15https://www.dbpedia.org/
16https://www.wikidata.org/
17http://www.sixdegreesoffrancisbacon.com
18http://www.biographynet.nl/
19http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
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BiographySampo [32] into LOD. BiographyNet focuses more on the challenges of natural
language processing and managing the provenance information of data from multiple sources,
while our focus in Sampo systems is on providing the end user with intelligent search and browsing
facilities, enriched reading experience, and easy to use data-analytic tooling for biography and
prosopography. The Austrian Prosopographical Information System (APIS) [17, 33, 34] is
a virtual research environment that transforms text collections to machine readable formats
and enables the use of natural language processing based methods to enrich the documents by
extracting and linking information in them. The system has been used to transform and to study
the collection of Austrian Biographical Dictionary 1815–1950 (ÖBL). Similarly to the Sampo
systems, the APIS can be used to analyze and visualize datasets using for example network
analysis methods.

3. Generations of Publishing Biographies

Table 2
Generations of Publishing Biographies

1. Generation Engravings and printed texts
2. Generation Biographies online for close reading
3. Generation Biographies as data for data analysis and distant reading
4. Generation Automatic knowledge discovery and AI

The idea of publishing biographies has evolved in generations [35] (cf. Table 2). First, life
stories were published as texts engraved, e.g., in tomb stones in China and in rune stones in
Scandinavia, and later as hand-written or printed texts (1. generation). Publishing biographies on
the Web for close reading can be seen as the next 2. generation in the 90’s. These systems can be
referred to as dictionaries of biography on the Web. Here the biographies are provided for humans
to read independently from place and time. Search engines are used for finding persons and texts
of interest, and by browsing hypertext links additional recommended sources of information
can be found. However, in 2. generation systems the data can be read only by the human user,
and not by machines that only communicate the contents: the underlying data is not provided
for computational analyses and application development. As a remedy, the data underlying the
biographies can be published as a structured prosopographical database to be used in applications
via APIs, e.g., for 2. generation dictionaries. In BiographySampo [7] the idea of publishing and
using biographies as linked data was argued as a new paradigm change. Linked data can not only
be used for data search and exploration as in 2. generation systems but also for data-analytic
Digital Humanities (DH) research [36]. (Linked) data-based biographical publications can be
seen as 3. generation systems. Arguably knowledge discovery, based on Artificial Intelligence,
could be the next step ahead to the 4. generation of publishing biographies. Here the computer by
itself is able to find new research questions in the data, solve them, and even explain the solutions
to the human. First steps towards 4. generation systems in the case of BiographySampo are
discussed in [35, 37].

Our work on biographical linked data started 2013 by designing a demonstrator [38] based on



the short biographies of the National Biography of Finland (NBF)20. The research hypotheses of
this system was that “the reading experience can be enhanced by enriching the biographies with
additional life time events, by proving the user with a spatio-temporal context for reading, and by
linking the text to additional contents in related datasets”. The demonstrator was a 2. generation
system although some map-based visualizations were created. The lives of the biographees were
modeled as sequences of spatio-temporal events using linked data and CIDOC CRM21 [39], an
approach that has been used constantly in the later biographical Sampo systems.

The NBF demonstrator and its approach of using an event-based model for biographical linked
data lead us to develop the system WarSampo – Finnish World War II on the Semantic Web22

(online since 2015 with several new application perspectives published in 2016–2019) [4]. A
key idea in WarSampo is to reassemble the life stories of the WW2 soldiers using data linking
from different data sources. Biographical/prosopograohical data was represented using Bio CRM
[40], an extension of CIDOC CRM for biographical data. WarSampo took first steps towards
3. generation systems as it included some data analytic tools for, e.g., visualizing the casualties
of troops and other prosopographical groups, such as officers, on a timeline. The system also
presented various statistics pertaining to the fallen soldiers buried in the over 600 Finnish war
cemeteries [41].

The idea of integrating data-analysis with semantic faceted search and browsing was developed
further in the Norssi Alumni portal23 (online since 2017) using a historical registry of ca 10 000
students of the prominent Finnish high school “Norssi” in 1867–1992. Here faceted search was
used for filtering our groups of people and a number of statistical tools and visualizations could
be applied to the result set. For example, most common later vocations, work places, or hobbies
of the students in different times could be found and studied. The Norssi Alumni system was
re-used and developed further in the U.S. Congress Prosopographer system24 (online since 2018)
[6] where a registry25 of all U.S. Congress legislators from the 1st through 115th Congresses
(1789–2018) was used. In this case, legislator data could be visualized of maps, and there were
specific tabs for comparing statistics and map views of democratic and republican legislators.

The idea of 3. generation biographical systems and using biographies as linked (open) data
was fully developed in the system BiographySampo – Finnish Biographies on the Semantic Web26

(online since 2018) [42], a popular web service with tens of thousands of users. The system is
based on mining out a large knowledge graph from the ca. 13 100 Finnish national biographies
of the Finnish Literature Society, authored by some 940 scholars. The data is interlinked and
enriched internally by 16 external data sources and by reasoning, e.g., by inferring family relations
[31] and connections of interest between people and places [37]. In addition, a large linguistic
knowledge graph of some 120 million triples of the biography texts was created and used for
linguistic analyses about the biographies and their authors. For example, it was found that family-
related words are widely used in biographies of female Members of Parliament but not for male.

20https://kansallisbiografia.fi/english/national-biography
21https://www.cidoc-crm.org/
22Project: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/sotasampo/; portal: https://www.sotasampo.fi/
23Portal: http://www.norssit.fi/semweb/
24Portal: https://semanticcomputing.github.io/congress-legislators/
25https://github.com/unitedstates/congress-legislators
26Project: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/biografiasampo/; portal: https://biografiasampo.fi/
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A set of data analyses from different perspectives of the BiographySampo dataset is presented in
[8], using both the portal user interface and the underlying SPARQL service via the YASGUI
editor27 [43], Google Colab28, and Jupyter notebooks29. The analyses showed, for example,
various statistics on charts, graphs and matrices on how the vocations of biographees change in
time and correlate between parents and children, what places are mentioned in biographies and
when on maps, and visualization of networks of biographees on how they relate to each other
based on mentions in the biographies and on family and other relations.

One application perspective of the BiographySampo portal, based on relational search [37],
can be seen as an example of a 4. generation system: Here the user first constrains freely people,
professions, and places of interest to her/him using faceted search, and the system then finds
“interesting” semantic connections between them and creates natural language explanations for
the relations found. For example, when the used selects “Italy” from the place facet and “artist”
in the profession faceted, one of the answers to the query is “Elin Danielson-Gambogi got the
Florence City Award in 1899” based on an event extracted from her biography text and the place
ontology telling that Florence is part of Italy.

After BiographySampo, the idea of integrating data publishing with data analysis was reused
in the system WarVictimsSampo 1914–1922 (online since 2019) [9] with data about the 41 500
victims and 1200 battles of the Finnish civil war and kindred wars. In this system, a new tool for
interface design, Sampo-UI [3] was utilized. The application included an automatically generated
animation on how the deaths in battles spread in Finland as time goes by in 1918.

The latest biographical Sampo system is AcademySampo (online since 2021) [31, 11], a
biographical in-use LOD service and semantic portal based on 28 000 short biographies of all
known Finnish academic people educated in Finland in 1640–1899. The system includes a rich
set of data-analytic tools for DH research [10].

4. Sampo Model for Publishing Biographies

Table 3
Sampo Model principles for LOD publishing (P1–P3) and portal logic design (P4–P6)

P1 Support collaborative data creation and publishing
P2 Use a shared open ontology infrastructure
P3 Make clear distinction between the LOD service and the user interface (UI)
P4 Provide multiple perspectives to the same data
P5 Standardize portal usage by a simple filter-analyze two-step cycle
P6 Support data analysis and knowledge discovery in addition to data exploration

The work on biographical applications described above contributed to the development of the
so called Sampo Model and the Sampo Series of semantic portals and LOD services30 [1]. Based

27https://yasgui.triply.cc
28https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/intro.ipynb
29https://jupyter.org
30See https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo/ for a complete list of “Sampo portals”, videos, and further

information.
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on the six principles listed in Table 3, the model is a kind of consolidated approach for creating
LOD services and semantic portals, something that the field of the Semantic Web is arguably still
largely missing [44].

Principles P1–P3 can be seen as a foundation for developing LOD services; P4–P6 are related
to creating semantic portals.31 The model is based on the idea of collaborative content creation
(P1) from multiple data sources. The data is aggregated from local data silos into a global service,
based on a shared ontology [45] and publishing infrastructure (P2). The local data are harmonized
and enriched with each other by linking and reasoning. In this model everybody can arguably win,
including the data publishers by mutually enriched linked data and by re-using shared publishing
infra, and the end users by richer global content and services. The model argues (P3) for the
idea of separating the underlying Linked Data service completely from the user interface via a
SPARQL API. This arguably simplifies the portal architecture and the data service can be opened
for data analysis research and application development in Digital Humanities for everybody.

The general idea of principles P4–P6 is to “standardize” the UI logic so that the portals are
easier to use for the end users and for the programmers to develop [3]. Principle P4 articulates
the idea of providing different thematic application perspectives by re-using the data service.
The application perspectives can be provided on the landing page of the Sampo portal system
or be completely separate applications by third parties. According to P5 the perspectives can be
used by a two-step cycle for research: First the focus of interest, the target group, is filtered out
using faceted semantic search [46, 47, 48]. Second, the target group is visualized or analyzed
by using ready-to-use data analytic tools of the application perspectives. At this point, it is also
possible to select a particular member in the target group for a closer look and explore the data by
browsing related links. Finally, the Sampo model aims not only at data publishing with search
and data exploration [49] but also to data analysis and knowledge discovery with seamlessly
integrated tooling for finding, analyzing, and even solving research problems in interactive ways
(P6). The Sampo model principles are compatible with the FAIR principles for creating Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable data32, but were developed in the context of publishing
and using LOD.

The Sampo model has been used in the biographical Sampo systems listed in Table 1. They
make use of several data sources that enrich each other (P1). A set of shared ontologies have
been used for harmonizing and amalgamating the datasets (P2). The aggregated data is then
published as a separate LOD services including a SPARQL endpoint (3). On top of the data
service different applications were created using only SPARQL for accessing the data. For
example, the WarSampo portal initially contained six application perspectives and three more
were added later. A Sampo system can also be re-used by external applications, such as other
Sampos, leading to a kind of “Sampo cloud”. For example, the WarMemoirSampo system33 [50]
for publishing video memoirs of the Second World War veterans is based on and enriched by the
WarSampo data infrastructure and portal pages.

31The model is called “Sampo” according to the Finnish epic Kalevala, where Sampo is a mythical machine giving
riches and fortune to its holder, a kind of ancient metaphor of technology according to the most common interpretation
of the concept.

32https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
33Portal: https://sotamuistot.arkisto.fi; Project home: https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/war-memoirs/
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For publishing the LOD services, the Linked Data Finland service LDF.fi34 [51] has been
used. In LDF.fi, the 5-star model35 of Tim Berners-Lee is extended to a 7-star model. The 6th
star is given to a data publication if it includes not only the 5-star data but also the schemas of
the data with documentation. This makes re-use of data easier. The 7th star is given to a data
publication, if the publication includes some kind of evaluation that the data actually conforms
to the provided schemas using, e.g., SHACL36 or ShEx37 [52]. The idea here is to encourage
publishers to publish high quality LOD, which is a severe issue on the Semantic Web.

Figure 1: Navigational page structure of a Sampo portal based on Sampo-UI

The Sampo model principles P4–P6 are used for designing the portal user interfaces: the idea
is to “standardize” the UI logic of Sampo portals to be created on top of a LD service SPARQL
endpoint. The goal is to make the portals easier to use and implement. Fig. 1 illustrates the
navigational structure of a Sampo portal. The user first lands on the landing page with several
application perspectives to the data. The landing page that introduces the application perspectives
as clickable boxes; by selecting one the corresponding perspective is opened. Each perspective
typically provides a faceted search engine for filtering out a target group of individual instances
of a class, such as people, places, or events. The search result can be visualized and studied on
separate tabs. The default is to list results as a table, but the results can also be studied by data
analytic tools on maps, using statistical charts, on timelines, or as networks for network analysis.
Each individual in the system, say a person or a place, has a “home page” on which data related to

34https://ldf.fi
35https://www.w3.org/community/webize/2014/01/17/what-is-5-star-linked-data/
36https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
37https://shex.io/
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it is automatically aggregated for providing a rich contextualized representation of the individual.
Also on the home page, a set of tabs can be provided as data-analytic views of the individual. For
example, for a person home page an egocentric network of related other persons can be shown or
events in which the person participated in different roles can be visualized on a map or timeline.

Figure 2: The annual births, enrollments, and deaths of female students on the TIMELINE tab.
The target group has been filtered out by the facets shown on the left. Six alternative tabs for
showing and analyzing the group can be selected on the top.

Figure 3: Using AcademySampo for prosopographical research by visualizing life charts of the
members of the Student Nation of Småland as arcs from the place of birth (blue end of the arc)
to the place of death (red end)

In practice, the UIs of the biographical Sampos have been implemented using the tools SPARQL



Figure 4: The MAP tab visualizes the lifetime places mentioned in about 175 000 events.

Faceter [2] (in WarSampo, Norssi Alumni, U.S. Congress Prosopographer, and BiographySampo)
and since 2018 with Sampo-UI [3] (in WarWictimSampo and AcademySampo). For example, in
the People application perspective of AcademySampo [10], prosopographical analysis tools are
available in the TIMELINE, MIGRATION, MAP, and NETWORK tabs in addition to the default
TABLE tab listing the search results. The TIMELINE tab shows the annual births, university
enrollments, and deaths of the filtered people. For instance, Fig. 2 shows the charts for all 521
female university students in Finland in 1640–1899. The MIGRATION tab (Fig. 3) visualizes the
mobility and immigration of students (597) of the Swedish Småland Student Nation with arcs
depicting the life cycles. The blue end of the arc indicates the place of birth and the red the place
of death, which is most often in the territory of present-day Finland, and the thickness of the
arc reflects the number of people associated with the arc. If a person was born and died in the
same place, the arc is not displayed. By clicking on the arc, one will find related links to people’s
home pages. The MAP tab (Fig. 4) shows the approx. 3000 locations to which students are
connected by approximately 175 000 events. For example, clicking on a marker in Ireland finds
two related people, the other being the famous Johan Gadolin (1760–1855), who later discovered
a new element, Yttrium. Finally, the NETWORK tab allows to explore the internal academic
network of a group of people specified by the facet selections, for example, the teacher-student
network of 1480 male students born in Helsinki.

5. Discussion

This paper presented a vision on how publishing and using biographies has evolved from en-
gravings and written texts (1. generation) to Web-based publishing (2. generation), publishing
biographies as Linked Open Data with seamlessly integrated data-analytic tools (3. generation),
and finally to knowledge discovery-based systems (4. generation) based on AI. As an attempt
to realize this vision, a series of biographical Sampo systems in use in Finland were created.
These systems make use of the Sampo model, a set of principles for creating LOD services



and biographical portals on top of them. Our empirical experiences suggests that the model is
feasible both from the end-user’s and data publisher’s points of view. More information about the
applications as well and the underlying technical challenges and solutions can be found in the
papers and web addresses given in relation to the applications.

During the work also several challenges of using linked data and the Sampo model have been
encountered. Using explicit ontologies and linked data sets more demands on data quality than
before. Any problems of data modelling or quality are highlighted in the user interfaces and
data analyses. In most cases automatic annotation and linking had to be used for knowledge
extraction in biographies, which lowers data quality, but on the other hand, manual annotations are
costly and do not scale up. The Sampo model also requires more collaboration between the data
publishers regarding interoperability, which complicates work. Integration of semantic portals
with legacy systems can be a practical challenge in many organizations as well as sustainable
maintenance of interlinked knowledge graphs [53]. From the end user, more source criticism38

and understanding the characteristics and limitations of data are needed [54, 55]. However, the
challenges in my mind seem to be smaller than the benefits and potential of utilizing linked open
data in publishing and using biographical contents on the Web.
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